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I. INTRODUCTION
Interesting discrepancies between probability theories emerge in the statistics of finite sets of measurements, divided among several jointly measurable sets with non-empty intersection. One of these discrepancies is related to the unexpected phenomenon of quantum contextuality, which states the impossibility of explaining the statistical predictions of quantum theory in terms of models where the measurement outcomes reveal pre-existent properties that are independent on which, or whether, other compatible measurements are jointly performed [15, 41, 49] . This phenomenon is deeply connected to incompatibility of measurements and thus represents an exotic, intrinsically nonclassical phenomenon, that may lead to a more fundamental understanding of the hole theory [5, 8, 20, 21, 24, 45] .
Contextuality is an important advance in foundations of quantum theory, and both its theoretical and experimental aspects have received much attention lately [10, 16, 35, 39, 43 ]. An extremely powerful framework for studying contextuality, the graph approach, was developed in Refs. [23, 24] and further explored in Refs. [3, 46] . This framework led to remarkable results, consequences of the perception that the knowledge in graph theory could be applied directly to the field of contextuality. In particular, the sets of probability distributions in many contextuality scenarios can be described using well known convex sets from graph theory, leading to a beautiful geometric characterization of such sets.
In addition to the important role of contextualtity in foundations of physics is the recognition that contextuality is not just a curiosity of quantum theory, but a crucial resource for quantum computing within certain special models [27, 37, 47] , random number certification [50] , and several other information processing tasks in the specific case of space-like separated systems [19] . This has motivated the development of a resource theory of contextuality [2, 6, 34, 36] , in analogy to the highly developed resource-theoretic approaches to quantum nonlocality [4, 14, 26, 31-33, 38, 42] .
Resource theories give powerful frameworks for the formal treatment of a physical property as an operational resource, adequate for its characterization, quantification, and manipulation [17, 25] . They consist in the specification of three main ingredients: i) the set of objects, which specifies the physical entity that may posses the resource; ii) a special class of transformations, called the free operations, that fulfill the essential requirement of mapping every free (i.e. resourceless) object of the theory into a free object; iii) resource quantifiers that provide a quantitative characterization of the amount of resource a given object contain. In Refs. [34, 36] , an abstract characterization of the axiomatic structure of a resource theory of contextuality was developed. There, the authors define the relative entropy of contextuality, a contextuality quantifier based on the notion of relative entropy distance, also called the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The authors also mention briefly the robustness of contextuality, a quantifier based on the convexity of the noncontextual set. Another quantifier based on convexity, the contextual fraction was introduced in Refs. [1, 9] and further investigated in Ref. [2] . A natural class of contextuality-free operations with a clear operational interpretation and a explicit parametrization, the non-contextual wirings, was introduced in Ref. [6] .
In this contribution we review the geometric features of quantum contextuality that result from the graph approach in both the compatibility-hypergraph approach, in which a contextuality scenario is defined by the compatibility relations among measurements, and the exclusivity-graph approach, in which a contextuality scenario is defined by the exclusivity relations among measurement events. We discuss the convex sets of probability distributions arising from classical, quantum and general probabilistic theories and their relations to graph invariants. In the compatibilityhypergraph approach, the noncontextual set its related to the cut polytope CUT (G) of the corresponding compatibility graph G and, for a special class of scenarios, to the metric polytope M (G) of G. The quantum set is related to the eliptope E (G) and the non-disturbing set is related to the rooted semimetric polytope RCMET (G). In the exclusivitygraph approach the classical and quantum sets of the scenario given by exclusivity graph G are exactly given by the stable set polytope STAB (G) and the theta body TH (G), respectively. The set of probability distributions obtained with general probabilistic theories satisfying the so called Exclusivity Principle is exactly given by the clique-constrained stable set polytope QSTAB (G). Using the geometry of these sets, we generalize the contextuality quantifier introduced in Ref. [34] by using symmetric distances in the space of probabilities. The advantage of this approach is twofold: on one hand, we are able to link this quantifier with graph invariants and noncontextualtiy inequalities; on the other, we can define a contextuality quantifier in the exclusivity-graph approach, for which the quantifier presented in Ref. [34] does not fit. We also list some of the important features of the convexity based contextuality quantifiers.
II. THE COMPATIBILITY-HYPERGRAPH APPROACH Definition 1. A compatibility scenario is given by a triple Υ := (M, C, O), where O is a finite set, M is a finite set of random variables in (O, P (O)), and C is a family of subsets of M such that
The elements C ∈ C are called (maximal) contexts and the set C is called the compatibility cover of the scenario.
The random variables in M represent measurements with possible outcomes O in a physical system and the sets in C encode the compatibility relations among the elements of M, i. e., each C ∈ C consists of a maximal set of measurements that can be jointly performed.
Definition 2. The compatibility hypergraph of (M, C, O) is the hypergraph H = (M, C) whose vertex-set is M and edge-set is C. The compatibility graph of the scenario is the 2-section of H, that is, the graph G with vertex-set M and edge-set
The fact that a set of measurements is pairwise compatible does not necessarily imply that this set is jointly compatible. Hence, in general, the compatibility hypergraph is more subtle than its 2-section. Nonetheless, if only quantum contextuality with projective measurements is to be discussed, pairwise compatibility implies joint compatibility. The maximal contexts in this compatibility cover correspond to the maximal cliques of the compatibility graph.
For a given context C ∈ C, the set of possible outcomes for a joint measurement of the elements of C is the Cartesian product of |C| copies of O, denoted by O C . When the measurements in C are jointly performed, a set of outcomes in O C will be observed. This individual run of the experiment will be called an measurement event.
Definition 3. A behaviour B for the scenario (M, C, O) is a family of probability distributions over O C , one for each context C ∈ C, that is,
For each C, p C (s) gives the probability of obtaining outcomes s in a joint measurement of the elements of C. It will be convenient to associate each behaviour to a vector in R N , where N = C∈C O C , that we will denote by P B . If we have C = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n } and for each C i we have
, we define
Let C = {M 1 , . . . , M m } be a context in C. Each element of O C is a string s = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) with m elements of O. For each U ⊂ C, there is a natural restriction
Given a probability distribution in C ∈ C we can also naturally define marginal distributions for each U ⊂ C:
The superscript C in p C U is necessary because, without further restrictions, the marginals may depend on the context C.
Definition 4. The non-disturbance set X (Υ) is the set of behaviors such that for any two intersecting contexts C and C ′ the consistency relation
holds.
The non-disturbance set is a polytope, since it is defined by a finite number of linear inequalities and equalities.
We ask now if it is possible to extend the distributions p C to larger sets containing C in a consistent way. The naive ultimate goal would be to define a distribution on the set O M , which specifies assignment of outcomes to all measurements, in a way that the restrictions yield the probabilities specified by the behaviour on all contexts in C. A more subtle and adequate question is to decide when it is possible to achieve this goal. This question was first studied by Fine in Ref. [29] , for the restricted case of Bell scenarios, and generalized by Brandenburger and Abramsky in Ref. [1] . As it happens in many branches of mathematics, the notion of contextuality is deeply connected to the possibility of extending elements of
A global section for a behaviour B ∈ X (Υ) is a global section for M such that the restriction of p M to each context C ∈ C is equal to p C . The behaviors with global section are called noncontextual.
Behaviors with global section are deeply connected with noncontextual completions of quantum theory, also known as noncontextual hidden variable models [1, 7] .
A. Classical Realizations and Non-contextuality Definition 6. A classical realization for the scenario Υ = (M, C, O) is given by a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ), where Ω is a sample space, Σ a σ−algebra and µ a probability measure in Σ, and for each M ∈ M a partition of Ω into |O| disjoint subsets A M j ∈ Σ, j ∈ O. For each context C = {M 1 , . . . , M m }, the probability of the outcome s = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) for a joint measurement of the elements of C is
The behaviors that can be obtained in this form are called classical or non-contextual behaviors. The set of all classical behaviors will be denoted by C (Υ).
The set C (Υ) is a polytope with O M vertices. If a behaviour B is classical, we have that
is independent of the context C, and hence B ∈ X (Υ) .
Proposition 1. A behaviour has a global section if and only if it is classical.
For a proof of this result, see Refs. [5, 7] .
B. Quantum Realizations
Definition 7. A quantum realization for the scenario Υ = (M, C, O) is given by a Hilbert space H, for each M ∈ M a partition of the identity operator acting in H into |O| projectors P M j , j ∈ O, and a density matrix ρ acting on H. For a given context C = {M 1 , . . . , M m } ∈ C, the compatibility condition demands the existence of a basis for H in which all P Mi j are diagonal, or, equivalently,
The probability of the outcome s = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) for a joint measurement of C is
The behaviors that can be written in this form are called quantum behaviors. The set of all quantum behaviors will be denoted by Q(Υ).
It is a known fact that Q(Υ) is convex and C(Υ) ⊂ Q(Υ). It is not a polytope in general. Notice that the Hilbert space is not fixed and the set Q(Υ) contains realizations in all dimensions.
III. CONTEXTUALITY QUANTIFIERS
Definition 8. A resource theory for contextuality is defined by a set F of linear operations T :
A function X : X (Υ) → R is a contextuality monotone for this resource theory of contextuality if
for every T ∈ F .
Besides monotonicity under free operations, other properties of a monotone X are also desirable [2, 36]:
1. Faithfullness: For all B ∈ C(Υ), X (B) = 0.
Preservation under reversible operations:
If T ∈ F is reversible, then
3. Additivity: We consider two kinds of additivity. First we consider a scenario Υ such that its compatibility hypergraph H = H 1 &H 2 consists of two connected components H 1 and H 2 . The behaviors for Υ are formed by the list of probabilities for the scenario given by H 1 followed by the list of probabilities for the scenario given by H 2 . It follows that any behavior B = B 1 &B 2 in H is the juxtaposition of a behavior B 1 for H 1 and a behavior B 2 for H 2 and hence the quantifier X should be such that
One may also require that equality holds.
Another kind of operation we can apply to two scenarios is considering that all measurements in H 1 are compatible with all measurements in H 2 , but with the restriction that they should be independent. This implies that a behavior for H is the tensor product of one behavior for H 1 with a behavior for H 2 . For this kind of operation, subadditivity of X should hold.
5. Continuity: X (B) should be a continuos function of B.
In what follows we exhibit a number of monotones for different resource theories of contextuality and list which of the properties above they satisfy.
A. Entropic Contextuality Quantifiers
In Ref. [34] the authors introduce contextuality quantifiers based on two distinct approaches. The first one uses a communication game to grasp the phenomenon of contextuality in a quantitative manner. The second just postulates a measure, called relative entropy of contextuality, analogous to similar non-locality quantifiers defined in Ref. [51] . The two approaches are equivalent, since the quantifier that emerges in the communication game equals the relative entropy of contextuality.
The "which context" game
Three players, Alice, Bob and Charlie, pre-agree on some fixed behavior B in a given contextuality scenario Υ = (M, C, O). The goal of Alice is to communicate a context C to Bob, through the hands of the adversary Charlie, whose goal is to stop the communication of C to Bob. To this end, Alice chooses C according to some probability distribution π(C) and sends it to Charlie, which creates a global section p C M in such a way that it is compatible with the distribution p C given by B and then sends it to Bob. Bob's goal is to guess the context C sent by Alice.
If B is noncontextual, the existence of a global distribution p M for B guarantees that Charlie can choose p C M = p M in such a way that it marginalizes to p C ′ for every context C ′ ∈ C, and Bob will have no information about C. On the other hand, if B is contextual, there is at least one context C ′ for which p C M and p C ′ do not agree, and Bob will have a better guess for C.
If, after this procedure, we denote the amount of correlations between Alice and Bob by I π (B) and maximize it over all probability distributions π defined over the set of contexts C, we obtain the mutual information of contextuality
The value of I max quantifies how much correlations Alice and Bob have after the procedure, and can also be seen as a quantifier of how much the a priori behavior B is noncontextual (see reference [34] for details).
Relative entropy of contextuality
In Ref. [34] , the authors also introduce two measures of contextuality based directly on the notion of relative entropy distance, also called the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Given two probability distributions p and q in a sample space Ω, the Kullback-Leiber divergence between p and q
is a measure of the difference between the two probability distributions p and q.
Definition 9. The Relative Entropy of Contextuality of a behavior B is defined as
where the minimum is taken over all noncontextual behaviors B N C = p N C C and the maximum is taken over all probability distributions π defined on the set of contexts C. The Uniform Relative Entropy of Contextuality of B is defined as
where N = |C| is the number of contexts in C and, once more, the minimum is taken over all noncontextual behaviors
Both can be interpreted as a "distance" of the bahavior B to the set of noncontextual models C (Υ) . Interestingly, the Relative Entropy of Contextuality is equal to the quantifier based on the "which context" game [34] :
In reference [6] it is shown that E max is a monotone under noncontextual wirings. The quantity E u , however, is not a monotone under the complete class of noncontextual wirings, as shown in Ref. [33] for the special class of Bell scenarios. Nonetheless, it is a monotone under a broad class of such operations. More specifically, it is monotone under post-processing operations and under a subclass of pre-processing operations. Theorem 1.
1. E max is a contextuality monotone for the resource theory of contextuality defined by noncontextual wirings;
2. E u is a contextuality monotone for the resource theory of contextuality defined by post-processing operations and a subclass of pre-processing operations;
3. E max and E u are faithful, additive, convex, continuous, and preserved under relabellings of inputs and outputs.
The proof of this result can be found in Appendix X A.
B. Geometric Contextualtiy Quantifiers
We now introduce contextuality monotones based on geometric distances, in contrast with the previous defined quantifiers which are based on entropic distances. Let D be any distance defined in real vector spaces R K . The first quantifier we propose is based on the distance of the vector P B to the set of vectors obtained with noncontextual behaviors:
Definition 10. The D-contextuality distance of a behavior B is defined as
We can also calculate the distance between the behaviors B and B N C for each context C and then averaging over the contexts. When the choice of context is uniform, we have:
where N = |C| is the number of contexts in C.
If we allow a non-uniform choice of context, the natural way of quantifying contextuality will be:
Definition 12. The D-max contextuality distance of a behavior B is defined as
where the minimum is taken over all noncontextual behaviors B N C = p N C C and the maximum is taken over all over all probability distributions π defined over the set of contexts C.
The quantifiers D u and D max are just special cases of D, since we obtain them using a proper choice of distance in Eq. (22) . Nevertheless, we stress out these definitions because of their physical meaning and special mathematical properties (see Thm. 2 below).
Calculating exact values for these quantifiers is not an easy computational problem in general. For example, if D is the distance obtained with the ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 norms, although the minimization can be done efficiently in the number of vertices of the set of noncontextual behaviors using linear and quadratic programming, respectively, the number of vertices grows enormously if the compatibility graph gets more complicated, which makes the problem intractable in general for a large number of vertices. Nonetheless, we can calculate these distances for some interesting examples (see Sub. VII A and, for the special class of Bell scenarios, Ref. [18] ).
The properties satisfied by the quantities defined in Eqs. (22), (23) and (24) will depend on the distance D used in the definition. We focus our attention on distances defined by ℓ P norms:
1. D max is a contextuality monotone for the resource theory of contextuality defined by the noncontextual wiring operations; 2. D u is a contextuality monotone for the resource theory of contextuality defined by post-processing operations and a subclass of pre-processing operations;
3. D, D u and D max are faithful, additive, convex, continuous, and preserved under relabellings of inputs and outputs.
This result is proven in Appendix X B. It shows that while D max is a proper contextuality monotone under the entire class of noncontextual wirings, D and D u are more suitable when the set of allowed free operations preserves the scenario under consideration.
IV. CONTEXTUAL FRACTION
A contextuality quantifier based on the intuitive notion of what fraction of a given behavior admits a noncontextual description was introduced in Refs. [1, 9] . Several properties of this quantifier were further discussed in Ref. [2] .
Definition 13. The contextual fraction of a behavior B is defined as
where B N C is an arbitrary noncontextual behavior.
Theorem 3. The contextual fraction is a monotone under all linear operations that preserve the classical set C (Υ).
Proof. Let T be a linear operation over the set of behaviors such that
Given a behavior B, let B = λB ′ + (1 − λ) B N C be the decomposition of B achieving the minimum in Eq. (25) , that is, CF(B) = λ. Then
Since T B N C is a noncontextual behavior, we conclude that
Moreover, the contextual fraction also satisfies:
1. The contextual fraction is faithful, convex and continuous;
4. The contextual fraction can be calculated via linear programming.
The proof of these results can be found in Ref. [2] .
V. ROBUSTNESS OF CONTEXTUALITY
The Robustness of contextuality is a quantifier based on the intuitive notion of how much noncontextual noise a given behavior can sustain before becoming noncontextual [36] . Definition 14. The robustness of a behavior B is defined as
Theorem 4. The robustness of contextuality is a monotone under all linear operations that preserve the classical set C (Υ).
Given a behavior B, let (1 − λ) B + λB N C be the decomposition of B achieving the minimum in Eq. (30) , that is, R(B) = λ. Then
Moreover, the robustness of contextuality also satisfies:
Theorem 5.
1. The robustness of contextuality is faithful, convex and continuous;
The proof of this result can be found in Appendix X C.
VI. THE GEOMETRY OF SCENARIOS WITH H = G AND |O| = 2
If Υ is a scenario in which every context consists of at most two measurements, the compatibility hypergraph H is equal to the compatibility graph G. If each measurement has two outcomes, labeled from now on ±1, both nondisturbing and noncontextual sets can be equivalently described in different ways that lead to familiar polytopes from graph theory. Adapting the definitions of Sub. III B to this description we can define other contextuality monotones for this family of contextuality scenarios.
A. Description of the nondisturbing, quantum and noncontextual behaviors
In this type of scenario, the nondisturbing set X (Υ) is a subset of R 4|E| . Given a context {M i , M j } ∈ C we denote by p ij (ab) the probability of obtaining outcome a for measurement M i and outcome b for measurement M j . We denote by p i (a) = b p ij (ab) the marginal probability for measurement M i and similar for measurement M j .
The conditions imposed on the behavior B allows us to determine all its entries knowing only p ij (−1 − 1) and p i (−1). In fact, we can define
where q is such that q i = p i (−1) and q ij = p ij (−1 − 1). To recover B from q just notice that
It happens that the image of all nondisturbing behaviors for this scenario under the action of transformation φ is equal to a well known convex polytope from graph theory, the correlation polytope of G.
The correlation polytope COR(G) is the convex hull of all correlation vectors.
Notice that the correlation vectors correspond to the image of the extremal behaviors in C(G) under the action of φ, which proves the following result:
The image of the non-disturbance polytope is also a well known polytope from graph theory.
For a proof of this result, see Ref. [7] .
B. The Cut Polytope
Definition 17. Given a graph G and c ∈ {−1, 1} |V (G)| , the cut vector of G defined by c is the vector
The cut polytope of G, CUT ±1 (G), is the convex hull of all cut vectors of G.
There exists a relation between the polytopes CUT and COR.
Definition 18. The suspension graph ∇G of G is the graph with vertex-set V (G) ∪ {e} and edge-set
Intuitively, ∇G is the graph obtained from G by adding an extra vertex and connecting it to all vertices of G.
and the coordinates of x are given by
We can interpret x in terms of expectation values of the measurements M i in the scenario:
We can also define the cut polytope using the outcome values 0 e 1 instead of ±1.
Definition 19. Given a graph G and c ∈ {0, 1} |V (G)| , the 01-cut vector of G defined by c is the vector y(c) ∈ R
The 01-cut polytope of G, CUT 01 (G), is the convex hull of all 01-cut vectors of G.
The two definitions CUT ±1 and CUT 01 are related by a bijective linear map
All these polytopes are hard to characterize for general scenarios. This happens because the number of extremal points grows enormously with the number of vertices in G. Hence we look for connections between these polytopes and other simpler polytopes, even if this connections is only valid for a restricted class of graphs. Following this idea, for some graphs it is possible to relate CUT 01 (G) with the so called metric polytope of G, denoted by MET(G).
This result is extremely useful since MET(G) is easily characterized by the following result:
The following are true for MET(G):
2. The inequality y(F ) − y(C \ F ) ≤ |F | − 1 defines a facet of MET(G) if, and only if, C is a chordless cycle;
3. The inequality y ij ≤ 1 defines a facet of MET(G) if, and only if, the edge (i, j) does not belong to a triangle of G.
Props. 5 and 6 can be used to find all facets of CUT 01 (G) if G has no K 5 -minor. In this case, the facets are defined by the so called n-cycle inequalities:
We can use these inequalities and the map α to find the facet-defining inequalities of CUT ±1 (G), if G has no K 5 -minor, which are given by
This is the same set of inequalities found for the special case G = C n in Ref. [11] . A similar result is valid for RCMET(G).
Proposition 7. The image of RCMET(G) under ψ is the rooted semimetric politope of ∇G, RMET(∇G).
The proofs of Thms. 5, 6, 7 and many other properties of these polytopes can be found in Refs. [7, 28] . As a corollary, we have:
, and ψ • φ(X (Υ)) = RMET (∇G).
C. Correlation functions
To describe completely the sets X (Υ), Q (Υ) and C (Υ) for scenarios with at most two measurements per context using the convex bodies defined in the previous sections, we have to use vectors in R |V (G)|+|E(G)| . In some situations it might be useful to consider a projection of these vectors in R |E(G)| obtained by eliminating the coordinates relative to the edges (e, i):
The vectors in Π (RMET(G)) are called correlation vectors.
Proposition 8. Given a graph G the following are true:
See Ref. [28] for a proof. Notice that the knowledge of the correlation functions is not enough to fully recover the behavior, since we are loosing the information on the marginals when we apply the projection Π. Nonetheless, these vectors may be useful for two reasons: first, they provide a simpler description of the behaviors, which give some information in scenarios where ∇G is too complicated to deal with; second, although correlation vectors do not give full information about the behavior, they can be enough to decide whether the corresponding behaviors are contextual or not. For example, if G = C n the knowledge of Π(x) is enough to decide membership in C (Υ), as shown in Ref. [11] .
The set Π (Q (Υ)) is much harder to characterize.
D. The eliptope and the set of quantum behaviors
For Bell scenarios with two parties, one with n measurements at her disposal and the other with m measurements at her disposal, the corresponding graph is the complete bipartite graph K m,n . In this particular type of scenario, the set Π(Q) is related to the eliptope of the graph G.
Proposition 9. The following are true
For a proof of this result, see Ref. [13] .
With this definition, Thm. 9 states that the set of quantum correlation vectors in a bipartite Bell scenario is the eliptope of K m,n .
The natural question is whether Thm. 9 is also valid for general contextuality scenarios, that is, we want to know if given any graph G, the equality Π (Q (Υ)) = E(G) holds. The inclusion Π (Q (Υ)) ⊂ E(G) is always true.
Theorem 7. Π (Q (Υ)) ⊂ E(G).
See Appendix X D for a proof of this result. For some graphs the inclusion E(G) ⊂ Π (Q (Υ)) does not hold. This is the case for the n-cycle C n for any odd n. This is shown by the fact that the violation of the n-cycle inequalities for some points in the eliptope can be larger than the maximum violation obtained with quantum models. 
This point is explained in detail in appendix X D. Its existence proves that, in general, Π(Q(G)) = E(G). For any n odd, Thm. 8 shows that there is an element for which n−2 i=0 z ii+1 − z 0n−1 = n cos π n , while the quantum maximum for this same quantity is 3n cos
Another family of graphs for which E(G) is different from the quantum set are the complete graphs K n . In this case, all measurements are compatible and hence the quantum set is equal to the classical set, a polytope. On the other hand, E(G) is a polytope if, and only if, G is a forest [28] , and in this case CUT
|E| . For the n-cycles with n even, E (C n ) = Π(Q(G)). This is a consequence of the fact that in this case C n is a subgraph of the complete bipartite graph K n/2,n/2 and the eliptope of C n is a projection of the eliptope of K n/2,n/2 .
VII. CONTEXTUALITY MONOTONES FOR SCENARIOS WITH H = G AND |O| = 2
In the previous Section, we have shown that we can use different polytopes to characterize the set of behaviors in the particular case where contexts have at most two measurements and each measurement has two outcomes. In any representation we choose, the non-disturbance, quantum and non-contextual sets are convex sets in R
with full dimension and we can use a distance D defined in R |V (G)|+|E(G)| to quantify contextuality. In Sub. III B we defined contextuality monotones using distances defined in real vectors spaces when the behaviors are describe by the vector p ij (ab). Using the same idea, we can define contextualty quantifiers Definition 21. When the behaviors are described by the the vectors q = φ(p) ∈ φ [X (Υ)] = RCMET (G), we can define the contextuality quantifiers
where q [ij] = (q i , q j , q ij ).
Definition 22. When the behaviors are described by the vectors x ∈ ψ • φ [X (Υ)] = RMET (G), we can define
where
Definition 23. When the behaviors are described by the vectors
where y [ij] = (y i , y j , y ij ).
In any case, we have a contextuality quantifier satisfying all the properties listed in Sub. III B. As we already mention, it is not trivial to compute these quantities for general graphs due to the complexity of the polytopes COR (G), CUT ±1 (∇G) and CUT 01 (∇G). Nevertheless, all of them have full dimension |V (G)| + |E (G)|, and its facets are hyperplanes with maximum dimension, which makes the computation of these quantifiers possible in some particular scenarios. In Sub. VII A, we show an analytical expression for D ψ (x) in the n-cycle scenario when D is defined by a ℓ p norm.
We can also define the contextual fraction and the robustness of contextuality in these descriptions. If we use the vectors q ∈ RCMET (G), we can define
where q N C ∈ COR (G) is arbitrary. Analogously, if we use the vectors x ∈ RMET (∇G), we can define
where x N C ∈ CUT ±1 (G) is arbitrary. If we use the vectors y ∈ α [RMET (∇G)], we can define
where y N C ∈ CUT 01 (G) is arbitrary. In any case, we obtain a quantifier satisfying the properties listed in Secs. IV and V, which can be computed via linear programming.
A. The n-cycle
When the compatibility graph of the scenario is the n-cycle G = C n , the hypothesis of Thm. 6 are satisfied, and hence the facets of the cut polytope CUT ±1 (∇C n ) are defined by the n-cycle inequalities
In this case, D can be easily computed. In fact, each contextual behavior violates only one of these inequalities, and hence the distance of such a point to the set of non-contextual behaviors is equal to the distance of this distribution to the hyperplane defining the facet. Given x / ∈ CUT ±1 (∇C n ), suppose x(F ) − x(C n \ F ) ≤ n − 2 is the inequality which x violates. If the distance D is define by any ℓ p -norm in R |V (G)|+|E(G)| = R 2n , the distance from x to CUT ±1 (∇G) is given by
where q ∈ N is such that
Hence, we have
In particular, for the ℓ 2 norm we have
for the ℓ 1 norm we have
and for the maximum norm we have
where D ψ p denotes the D ψ when computed with the ℓ p norm. The same argument can be used whenever the contextual behavior violates only one facet-defining inequality for CUT ±1 (∇G). To calculate D ψ p it suffices to identify which inequality the behavior violates and calculate the distance from the point corresponding to the behavior to the facet defined by the inequality. Unfortunately, since CUT ±1 (∇G) has an intricate structure, in the general case the behavior can violate more than one facet-defining inequality. For example, in the (3, 3, 2, 2) Bell scenario we can find a behavior which violates the CHSH inequality and the I 3322 inequality, both facet-defining. The detailed discussion of this example can be found in Appendix ??.
B. Connection to graph invariants
To any scenario we can associate a graph G whose vertices are the measurement events and the edges link exclusive events [5, 7, 24] . We say that two events are exclusive if in both of them a same measurement was performed and for this measurement different outcome were obtained. We will refer to G as the exclusivity graph of the experiment [7, 24] . The exclusivity graph G I of a non-contextuality inequality is the induced subgraph of G defined by the vertices that correspond to events appearing in the inequality.
It happens that if a noncontextuality inequality is written in terms of the probabilities p C (s), the classical and quantum maxima for this inequality are related to the graph invariants of G I [24] . We can then use graph invariants to calculate the distances D defined above, or at least obtain upper bounds in the worst case scenario.
Proposition 10 (Cabello, Severini and Winter, 2010). Given the sum
the maximum value attained with classical behaviors is the vertex-weighted independence number α (G I , γ) and the the maximum value attained with quantum behaviors is upper bounded by the vertex-weighted Lovász number ϑ (G I , γ) of the exclusivity graph G I of the inequality with vertex weights given by the coefficients γ i of the sum (83).
We also consider probability distributions obtained when we use generalized probability theories, but satisfying the following principle:
Principle 1 (The Exclusivity Principle). Given a set {e k } of pairwise exclusive events, the corresponding probabilities p k satisfy the following equation:
From now on, we refer to the Exclusivity principle simply as the E-principle. From the graph theoretical point of view, this restriction is equivalent to impose the condition that whenever the set of vertices {v k } is a clique in G I , the sum of the corresponding probabilities p k can not exceed one. A detailed discussion of the E-principle and its consequences can be found in Refs. [5, 7, 8, 20, 21, 24, 45] .
The maximum for models satisfying the E-principle is also related to the graph G I .
Proposition 11 (Cabello, Severini and Winter, 2010) . The maximum value for the sum (83) attained with behaviors satisfying the E-principle is equal to the vertex-weighted fractional packing number α * (G I , γ) of the exclusivity graph G I of the inequality.
The n-cycle scenario
there are 2n events in each noncontextuality inequality for the n-cycle scenario. If n is odd, the corresponding exclusivity graph is the prism graph of order n, Y n , and if n is even, the exclusivity graph is the Möbius ladder of order 2n, M 2n [11] . The observation that
and Thm. 10 were used by the authors in Ref. [11] to find the quantum maximum violation of the n-cycle inequalities, which in this case coincides with the Lovász number of the exclusivity graph. The classical bound is equal to n for n even and n − 1 for n odd, while the E-principle bound is equal to 2n for every n. This allows us to compute the maximum value of D ψ p is this scenario, which gives us the following result:
The maximum value of D ψ p for the n-cicle scenario attainable with quantum behaviors is
for n odd and
for n even. The maximum value of D ψ p for the n-cicle scenario attainable with E-principle behaviors is
for n even.
VIII. THE EXCLUSIVITY-GRAPH APPROACH
In the exclusivity-graph approach, we start with a graph G which encodes the exclusiveness relations among the different measurement events in the scenario [5, 7, 24] .
Definition 24.
A contextuality scenario in the exclusivity-graph approach is define by a graph G whose vertices i ∈ V (G) are associated to measurement events Π i in some probabilistic model such Π i and Π j are exclusive whenever (i, j) ∈ E (G).
For a given state in this probabilistic model, there is a probability associated to each measurement event Π i .
Definition 25.
A behavior for the contextuality scenario G is a vector
such that p i ∈ [0, 1] for every i and p i + p j ≤ 1 whenever (i, j) ∈ E (G) .
The set of possible behaviors depends on the physical theory used to describe the system. We will describe this set in detail for classical probability theory, quantum theory and general probability theories satisfying the E-principle.
A. Classical Realizations
Definition 26. A classical realization for G is given by a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ), where Ω is a sample space, Σ a σ−algebra and µ a probability measure in Σ and for each i ∈ V (G) a set
For each i the probability of outcome associated to Π i is
The behaviors that can be written in this form are called classical behaviors. The set of all classical behaviors will be denoted by E C (G).
The behaviors outside the classical set are called contextual. The classical set E C (G) is a polytope, and, incidentally, this set is a well-known convex polytope in computer science literature, the stabilizer set of G, denoted by STAB(G) [5, 7, 40, 48] .
Proposition 12.
The set E C (G) is equal to the stable set STAB (G).
Once more, since the set E C (G) is a polytope, it can be characterized by a finite set of linear inequalities which provide necessary and sufficient conditions for membership in this set.
Definition 27.
A noncontextuality inequality is a linear inequality
where all γ i and b are real numbers, which is satisfied by all elements of the classical polytope E C (G) and violated by some contextual behavior. A noncontextuality inequality is called tight if it is satisfied at equality for at least one classical behavior, and it is called facet-defining if it defines a non-trivial facet of the classical polytope E C (G).
B. Quantum Realizations
Definition 28. A quantum realization for G is given by a density matrix ρ acting in a Hilbert space H and for each i ∈ V (G) a projector P i acting in H such that P i and P j are orthogonal if (i, j) ∈ E (G) . For each i the probability of the outcome i is
The behaviors that can be written in this form are called quantum behaviors. The set of all quantum behaviors will be denoted by E Q (G).
This set is a well-known convex body in computer science literature, the theta body of G, denoted by TH(G) [5, 40, 48] . It is not a polytope in general.
Proposition 13. The set E Q (G) is equal to the theta body TH (G).
If we fix a basis for H and consider all matrices diagonal in this basis we recover the classical models. Hence
This also follows from the known fact that STAB (G) ⊂ TH (G) .
C. E-Principle Realizations
Definition 29. An E-principle realization for G is given by a state in a generalized probabilistic model and for each i ∈ V (G) a measurement event in this general theory such that the corresponding probabilities satisfy the E-principle. The behaviors obtained in this way are called E-principle behaviors. The set of all E-principle distributions will be denoted by E E (G).
The set of E-principle behaviors is also a polytope. This set is a well known convex polytope in computer science literature, the clique stable set of G, denoted by QSTAB(G) [40, 48] .
It is a known fact from computer science literature that T H(G) ⊂ QST AB(G), which is equivalent to E Q (G) ⊂ E E (G). This was also proven in references [24, 30] .
Theorem 10. The quantum distributions satisfy the E-principle.
In fact, in quantum theory, exclusive events are associated to orthogonal projectors. Hence, if {e i } is a set of mutually exclusive events, a quantum realization will provide a set {P i } of mutually orthogonal projectors. As a consequence we have
and hence
Proposition 14. The E-principle set E E (G) is equal to QSTAB (G).
For a proof of Props. 12, 13 and 14, see Refs. [5, 7, 24] .
D. Contextuality Quantifyers in the Exclusivity-Graph Approach
We look now for functions X : E E (G) → R + that give a quantitative characterization of contextuality in the exclusivity graph approach. We still lack a proper parametrization of a physically relevant set of free operations in this case, but such a set must necessarily contain the relabelling operations.
Definition 30.
A relabeling operation T φ in the scenario G is defined by
where φ is a graph isomorphism of G.
Notice that this operation corresponds to the permutations of the entries of p consistent with the exclusivity relations given by G.
We demand that any contextuality monotone X be preserved under the action of relabeling operations:
Moreover, some additional properties are also desirable:
2. Additivity: First we consider a scenario such that its exclusivity graph G consists of two connected components G 1 and G 2 . The behaviors for G are formed by the list of probabilities p 1 for the scenario given by G 1 followed by the list of probabilities p 2 for the scenario given by G 2 . It follows that any behavior p in G is the juxtaposition of a behavior p 1 for G 1 and a behavior p 2 for G 2 . Such behaviors will be denoted by p 1 &p 2 . The quantifier X should be such that
Another kind of operation we can apply to two scenarios is considering the set of events where an event in G 1 and an event in G 2 are true, with the restriction that they should be independent. This implies that a behavior for G is the tensor product of one behavior for G 1 with a behavior for G 2 . For this kind of operation, subadditivity of X should also hold.
3. Convexity: If a behavior can be written as p = i π i p i , where π i ∈ [0, 1] and each p i is a behavior for the same scenario, then
4. Continuity: X (p) is a continuous function of p.
In this approach, we can also define contextuality quantifiers based on the geometry of the set o distributions.
Definition 31. Given a distance D in R |V (G)| , we define the contextuality distance
Definition 32. The robustness of a behavior p is defined as
Definition 33. The contextual fraction of a behavior B is defined as
Theorem 11.
1. D, F and R are faithful, convex, subadditive under products and continuous;
2. D, F and R are preserved under relabeling operations;
3. F and R are monotonous under all linear operations that preserve STAB (G) ;
4. F and R can be computed via linear programming.
The proofs are analogous to the ones presented for the compatibility-hypergraph approach, and hence we do not repeat them here.
E. Connection to graph invariants
Given a graph G, consider the sum of probabilities
We can use this sum and graph invariants to provide necessary conditions to membership in E C (G), E Q (G) and E E (G). Let β C , β Q and β E be the maximum values of β for each of classical, quantum and E-principle realizations, respectively.
Proposition 15 (Cabello, Severini, and Winter, 2010). Given a graph G,
where α(G, γ) is the weighted independence number of G, ϑ(G, γ) is the weighted Lovász number of G and α * (G, γ) is the weighted fractional-packing number of G.
This result follows directly from the observation that E C (G) = STAB(G), E Q (G) = T H(G) and E E (G) = QST AB(G) and the well known fact from computer science literature that α(G, γ), ϑ(G, γ), α * (G, γ) are the maximum values of i γ i p i over ST AB(G), T H(G), and QST AB(G) respectively [24, 40, 48] .
In some situation we can use the connection with graph theory to calculate the distance defined in Eq. 22. This is the case for the n-cycle inequalities.
F. A new version of the n-cycle inequalities
The simplest exclusivity graph for which β C < β Q is the pentagon [22] . It can be proven by inspection that β C = 2. In this case, there is only one non-trivial facet-inducing inequality for the stable set, given by
The quantum bound is given by the Lovász number ϑ(C 5 ) = √ 5, as shown by Lovász original calculation [44] . The maximum value obtained with E-distributions is 5 2 , which can be reached when all events have probability equal to 1 2 . When G is any n-cycle with n odd, we can also prove by inspection that the classical bound is β C = n−1 2 . The quantum bound can also be explicitly calculated, and we have that
which is equal to √ 5 for n = 5. The maximum obtained with E-distributions is n 2 , which can be reached when all events have probability equal to 1 2 . For any odd n, there is only one non-trivial facet-inducing inequality for ST AB (C n ), given by
Hence, each contextual distribution violates only one facet-defining inequality, and the distance of such a point to the set of non-contextual distributions is equal to the distance of this distribution to the hyperplane defining the facet. Then, we have Theorem 12. The distance with respect to the ℓ r norm from p to ST AB (C n ) is
for the sum norm we have
Once more, the maximum distance for quantum and E-principle behaviors can be computed from graph invariants of C n .
Theorem 13.
The maximum value of D r for the n-cicle scenario, n odd, attainable with quantum behaviors is
The maximum value of D r for the n-cicle scenario attainable with E-principle behaviors is
The results above show that when the point violates only one contextualtiy inequality, the distance is related with that inequality. In particular, the maximum distance is given when the violation is maximum. The same approach is valid for any point that violates only one inequality. Unfortunately, is not always the case, since the ST AB(G) polytope has an intricate structure for complicated graphs. See Appendix ?? for a example of a scenario with this property.
IX. CONCLUSION
The complete description of a contextuality scenario is a difficult problem in general, since the complexity of the set of distributions grows enormously with the number of measurements avaible. Nonetheless, we can use several geometric features of this set to help us in this task. The graph approach to contextuality is an essential tool, since we can translate several problems in contextuality to problems already studied in graph theory. In particular, we can then identify several well known convex sets that appear in contextuality with well known convex sets from graph theory literature.
The identification of these sets gives us a beautiful geometry which can be explored. We can, for example, use it to define contextuality quantifiers based on the geometrical distances in such convex sets. This definition is important in the resource theory of contextuality. The advantages of our definition is threefold: we can connect our quantifiers with graph invariants; they can be computed more efficiently then the quantifiers based in relative entropy; they can also be applied to the exclusivity graph approach to contextuality, where previous quantifiers do not fit. 1. E max is a contextuality monotone for the resource theory of contextuality defined by the noncontextual wirings;
Proof. It was shown in Refs. [34] that E max and E u are faithful, additive, convex, continuous, and preserved under relabellings of inputs and outputs. The proof that E m ax is monotonous under noncontextual wirings was given in Ref. [6] . We now prove that E u is monotonous under post-processing operations and a restricted class of pre-processing operations.
Monotonicity of Eu under post-processing operations
A post-processing operation O takes the behavior B = {p C (s)} to the behavior
where O N C s is a noncontextual behavior with input s and output s ′ . It was shown in Ref. [6] that post-processing operations preserve the set of noncontextual behaviors.
Let B * = {q C (s)} be the behavior achieving the minimum for B in Eq. (20) , that is,
and O (B * ) = q f C (s ′ ) its image under a post-processing operation O. Then, we have 
Monotonicity of Eu under restricted pre-processing operations
A pre-processing operation I takes the behavior B = {p C (s)} to the behavior I(B) = p f C ′ (s) with
where I N C C is a noncontextual behavior with input C ′ and output C. It was shown in Ref. [6] that pre-processing operations preserve the set of noncontextual behaviors.
Let I be a pre-processing operation such that the number of contexts is preserved and such that
Let B * = {q C (s)} be the behavior achieving the minimum for B in Eq. (20) and I (B * ) = q f C ′ (s) its image under a pre-processing operation I. Then, we have 1. D max is a contextuality monotone for the resource theory of contextuality defined by the noncontextual wiring operations; 2. D u is a contextuality monotone for the resource theory of contextuality defined by post-processing operations and a subclass of pre-processing operations;
Proof. The several steps of the proof are presented in the subsections below.
Monotonicity under Free Operations of Contextuality
Let W be a noncontextual wiring, as defined in Ref. [6] . Such an operation takes the behavior B = {p C (s)} to the behavior
where {I C ′ (C)} is a pre-processing noncontextual behavior with inputs C ′ and outputs C and O
processing noncontextual behavior that may also depend on the pre-processing, but in a restricted way in order to preserve the set of noncontextual behaviors (see Ref. [6] for details). Notice that post and pre-processing operations are particular cases of noncontextual wirings.
We first prove that D max is monotonous under pre-processing operations. Given a behavior B, let B * = {q C (s)} be the behavior achieving the minimum in equation (24) , that is,
and
= max
Eq. (135) follows from the fact that I (B * ) is a noncontextual behavior, Eq. (136) follows from Eq. (126), Eq. (137) follows from Minkowski inequality, Eq. (138) follows from the fact that the mean is less or equal than the maximum, and Eq. (139) follows from the fact that B * is the behavior achieving the minimum in Eq. (20) . We now prove that D max is monotonous under post-processing operations, we notice that if O is a post-processing operation, then for each context C there is a stochastic matrix M C such that
Let B * = {q C (s)} be the behavior achieving the minimum in equation (24) , and
Eq. (141) follows from the fact that O (B * ) is a noncontextual behavior, Eq. (142) follows from Eq. (140), Eq. (137) follows from the fact that a stochastic matrix must satisfy
and Eq. (138) from the fact that B * is the behavior achieving the minimum in Eq. (20) . The quantifiers D and D u are not monotonous under the entire class of noncontextual wirings. Nevertheless they are monotonous under output operations and under the restricted class of input operations defined in Eq. (127). The proofs are analogous to the ones presented for E u and can also be found in Ref. [18] , for the restricted case of Bell scenarios.
Reversible wirings correspond to permutations of inputs and outputs and correspond to a permutation of the entries of B. Hence, these transformations preserve D, D u and D max .
Additivity under juxtaposition
Let B = B 1 &B 2 be the juxtaposition of B 1 and B 2 , and B * 1 and B * 2 the non-contextual behaviors that achieve the minimum in Eq. (22) for B 1 and B 2 respectively. Then
Equality holds for the ℓ 1 norm. For the ℓ ∞ norm a similar argument shows that
For D u , a similar argument proves that
and for D max
Sub-additivity for the tensor product
Although D is not sub-additive under tensor products for a general distance D, D u and D max are additive when D is defined by a ℓ p norm. Let B 1 ⊗ B 2 be the tensor product of B 1 and B 2 , and B * 1 and B * 2 the non-contextual behaviors that achieve the minimum in Eq. (23) for B 1 and B 2 respectively. Then
Eq. 154 follows from the fact that B * 1 ⊗ B * 2 is a noncontextual behavior, Eq. 155 follows from the triangular inequality, Eq. 156 follows from the multiplicativity of ℓ p norms under tensor products, Eq. 157 follows from the fact that P B1 = N 1 and P B2 = N 2 , and Eq. 158 follows from the fact that B * 1 and B * 2 are the non-contextual behaviors that achieve the minimum in Eq. (23) for B 1 and B 2 respectively.
A similar argument shows that D max is sub-additive under tensor products.
Convexity
If a behavior can be written as B = i π(i)B i then
In fact, let B i be the non-contextual behavior achieving the minimum for B * i in Eq. (22) . Then 
Eq. (160) follows from the fact that i π(i)P B * i is a noncontextual behavior, Eqs. (161) and (163) follow from the definition of D, Eq. (162) follows from the convexity of the ℓ p norm and (164) follows from the fact that each B i be the non-contextual behavior achieving the minimum for B * i in Eq. (22) . A similar argument shows that D u and D max are also convex.
Continuity
Continuity of D, D u and D max is a guaranteed by the continuity of the ℓ p norms. This concludes the proof of Thm. 2.
C. Proof of Theorem 5
2. R (B 1 &B 2 ) ≤ max i R (B i ); 
where N is the number of contexts, 1 ∈ R N is the vectors with all entries equal to 1 and M is the incidence matrix that records the restriction relation between global assignments g ∈ O X and local assignments s ∈ O C , that is,
With a similar argument, one also proves that the robustness of B is equal to 1− 1 1·b * , where b * is the supernormalized probability distribution which is the optimal solution of the following linear program: 
The proof of Thm. 5 follows exactly the same lines as the proof of Thm. 2 presented in Ref. [2] .
D. Proof of Theorem 7
Theorem 7. Given any graph G = (V, E) we have that Π(Q(G)) ⊂ E(G).
Proof. Since both sets are convex, it is enough to prove that the extremal points of Π(Q(G)) are contained in E(G).
The extemal points of Π(Q(G)) are obtained using pure state and hence if x ∈ Π(Q(G)) is a extremal point we have
x ij = T r(|ψ ψ| X i X j ) = T r(|ψ ψ| X i X j |ψ ψ|)
in which X i are quantum measurements with possible outcomes ±1 with proper dimension. The set of matrices of the form A = H |ψ ψ| where H is hermitian is a real vector space and
is an inner product in this vector space. This means that there is an isomorphism between this set and some R k that preserves the inner product. Each |ψ ψ| X i is connect with some u i ∈ R k by this isomorphism and
The vectors obtained this way are unitary, but may have more then |V | coordinates. Since we have only |V (G)| vectors, we can represent them in R |V (G)| preserving the value of u i | u j .
E. Proof of Theorem 8
Theorem 8. There is a point z ∈ E (C n ) for wich n−2 i=0 z ii+1 − z 0n−1 = n cos π n .
To prove this fact, we first state some properties of the n-cycle eliptope. See reference [28] for a proof. Since no cycle has a K 4 minor, we conclude that Corollary 2. For the n-cycle C n we have
We can now show that the eliptope of the n-cycle is larger than the quantum set.
Proof of Thm 8. Such a point is z = cos π n , cos π n , . . . , − cos π n = cos π n , cos π n , . . . , cos (n − 1)π n .
By Prop. 16, to prove that z ∈ E it is enough to prove that y = 1 n , 1 n , . . . , (n − 1) n ∈ CUT 01 (C n ).
Since CUT 01 and CUT ±1 are related by the map α, y ∈ CUT 01 (C n ) ⇔ α(y) ∈ CUT ±1 (C n ) and the last inclusion can be proven by showing that α(y) obeys all inequalities
in which each coefficient γ ii+1 = ±1 and an odd naumber of them is equal to −1. Since α(y) = n − 2 n , n − 2 n , . . . , 2 − n n (176) and n−2 n > 0 and 2−n n < 0, the largest value of n−1 i=0 γ ii+1 α(y) ii+1 is n − 2, obtained when all coefficients γ ii+1 are equal, except γ 0n−1 . This implies that α(y) ∈ CUT ±1 (C n ) ⇒ y ∈ CUT 01 (C n ) ⇒∈ E(C n ).
F. A behavior violating more than one facet-defining inequality
For example, in the (3, 3, 2, 2) Bell scenario, the distribution
